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GIVING DIRECTION TO THE DREAM: 
NEW EXPERIENCES IN SPACE EDUCATION
By
Frank Sietzen Jr 
1014 South 17th Street
Arlington Va 22202
INTRODUCTION
To truly achieve a permanent, spacefaring civilization whose 
cultural and. material values reflect those of a free society, the 
people that make up that society must give importance and support 
'for the Ideas of space exploration, exploitation, and development. 
In the three decades of the Space Age, American space policy has 
suffered, imbalance and indecision at the policy-making level in 
part because the American people have, not been educated in the 
various Issues contained in the exploration of space. To achieve 
stability of policy and commonality of purpose in space, people 
must be introduced to the value of spaceflight in their lives and 
the lives of their children.
OVERVIEW
'When the age of space first began, it dawned on a cool autumn
even lag11 above an .America unprepared to deal with its 
implications. The panic, outrage, and sense of failure unleashed 
by the apparition of the Sputnik satellite is nearly impossible•
to'' restore to memory today f in a new space age shaped by public
indifference and, program, ideas that exceed the public purse. But
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in the United States of October, 1957, spaceflight was the symbol 
of scientific and technological achievement, and it was embraced 
and taken to heart by a generation of young Americans ready for
rockets and voyages across the sea of space.
That generation is approaching middle age today, but it still 
hears the call of flight beyond the earth. Inspired by Mercury,
Gemini, and the lunar footprints of Apollo, spirited by the
Shuttle and challenged by the promise of the Space Station, it 
finds in the emerging '9Q's an diminishing awareness of the
activities of space missions by the public communications media. 
Although launches of the Space Shuttle are still televised; such 
coverage is predicated upon the liftoff times corresponding to
early morning news programs. The sole exception to limited, 
coverage remains CNN'; which has indicated a reduction of mission 
coverage following the STS-31 mission and until units of Space
Station Freedom begin launches in 1995. Equally absent are fresh 
efforts to publicize the results of manned spacef lights in a way 
that fosters public understanding of the long-term, goals and. 
benefits of space travel. A visitor to Johnson Space Center in 
the spring of 1.988 probably hit close to the realities of public 
awareness. Peering at a model of the Space Station, one lady told 
a reporter: "I'm .not sure 11 , she said, "exactly what they're, 
trying to prove up there". To begin to understand and communicate 
space, we should therefore start with the lady's grandchildren,! 
for space education is the heritage of the next generation.
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An Unorthodox Approach to Aerospace Education
Aerospace education programs are now numerous and dot the 
landscape like amusement parks and summer fun rides. From 
Spacecamp in Alabama and Florida to Kansas Cosmosphere in 
Hutchinson, science museums are beginning to appreciate the unmet 
challenge of seizing the public's interest in space achievements 
and celebrations like SpaceWeek, and providing programs that both 
educate and excite. From 1986 to 1989 I helped build one of 
America's top 8 Aerospace Education Programs (as ranked by the 
Civil Air patrol) , winner of the 1988 Frank J.. Brewer Award for 
excellance in aerospace education. That we identified and 
successfully marketed our program to its audience is not unusual. 
How be built our program - almost literally piece by piece -might 
be worth the telling if it inspires others.
We began not with a full science museum, but with the Louisiana 
Nature and Science Center , the closest thing in New Orleans to a 
science museum. The management of the Center, at the time, was 
strongly pro-space, and the full-time Director of Aerospace 
Education had begun a series of small camp-in type experiences 
evolving slowly toward groups of 10-15 students aged 5 to 7 and 
8-12. With help from Martin Marietta, which in New Orleans, was 
the primary if not the only aerospace company, we decided we 
would build a Space Shuttle.
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The Making of Space Shuttle Adventurer
All we had to start with was full-size, silk screened panels of 
the Orbiter's instrument panels, which we obtained from Rockwell 
International (these drawings can be made from smaller, scaled 
down drawings of the panels which can be made to full size by any 
reproduction shop). From that, we used NASA drawings of the 
flight deck, plus photos of the interior of the Single Systems 
Trainer and 1-G trainer at Johnson Space Center to measure out 
the rough area and general arrangement of the forward flight 
deck, that part of the Orbiter that was our goal to build. During 
our adventures in locating wood scraps, lumber, switches, dials, 
and CRTs I joined the Center as Director of Operations, having 
been an aerospace volunteer and writer since 1981. After a year 
of sanding, sawing , painting and generally mbotching nearly 
every kind of electrical gadget known to man, we had a full-size 
replica of the Orbiter's cockpit, with working CRTs, lights, and 
a set of aircraft seats donated by Boeing. We named our Shuttle 
Adventurer, and Astronaut Rick Richards christened her during our 
Spaceweek celebrations on July 20, 1988, to an overflow crowd 
that jammed our tiny facility. Since then, Adventurer has been 
the centerpiece of an aerospace program designed to give children 
a "hands on" experience in making decisions and forming teamwork 
concepts closely patterned on the activities of a normal NASA 
flight crew. We designed a summer camp that featured a week of 
classroom and field trip experiences. In class, students would
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learn how spacecraft behaved in orbit, how astronaut crews worked 
ate, and slept, the design of habitats, the role of flight 
controllers, and the history of the Space Age. In the nearby 
Planetarium, we had sessions on the different planets and moons 
that occupy our solar system, how to navigate in space, and the 
structure of our galaxy. In field trips we practiced putting 
structures together on the bottom of a swimming pool, and building 
and flying model rockets and gliders. For a long time we couldn't 
afford our own spacesuit mock-up, so we borrowed an old Skylab 
training suit from the Stennis Space Center, so that our children 
got the "feel" of what an Astronaut wore. At the end of their 
week learning about the underpinnings of scie.nce and math that 
govern both our world and the universe at large, our students 
took a test that challenged their knowledge of what we had 
taught. On the basis of that, we choose a set of 3 "crews", from 
the Commander to the Payload Specialists, which then conducted a 
30-minute "mission" each aboard the adventurer.
These summer programs were so well received that we designed a 
true "sleepover"; a Friday evening to Sunday morning, whereby a 
more detailed simulated mission took place. Here we carefully
selected system failures that required teamwork ( we fashioned a 
series of alarms and warning lights patterned on the Shuttle's 
Caution and Warning System) and troubleshooting that gave a vivid 
demonstration on the interrelationships of the Orbiter's various 
systems (like the crossfeed capability of the RCS and QMS, and 
the intolerance of the avionics to heat). Above all, they had to
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work together to survive these events, which provided a broad 
canvas from which to learn responsibility, decision making, and 
working together. By early 1989, Adventurer was generating 4 
different space sleepover camps; one focused on Remote Sensing, 
Robotics, Planetary Exploration, and biology.
Other Outreach Programs
We created a series of teacher workshops where educators came 
from as far away as Illinois and Kansas to learn how to inspire, 
motivate, and teach space subjects and themes to both students 
and their parents. Among our most surprising lessons gained from 
building and using the Adventurer was the discovery that many 
adults do not understand what the future of space exploration 
holds for our country. When we touched their lives with the news of 
the latest programs and activity in both federal and private 
space projects, they left our sessions fired up about spaceflight 
- and most of them vote. We also found that most children do not 
know the heritage of our nation in space. They may remember 
reading about Apollo, but few know the progression from Mercury 
to Gemini, and fewer still know how very difficult it was when we 
first began the journey beyond the atmosphere ("Tell me" asked 
one ten year old, "what is a splashdown?").
Beyond the Adventurer, we begged a small wrecked aircraft, 
stripped it and renovated it, mounted it outside to explain
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aerodynamics and how flying machines work, built a hands-on 
display using a borrowed solid rocket motor casing, and 
demonstrated the evolution of rocketry, clustered engines, and 
the idea of permanent spacef light. We did lectures on the 
Shuttle, planetary exploration, and the history of the space age, 
in most cases using small artifacts, models, globes, films and 
slides that in some cases we borrowed from space enthusiasts in 
the area. My favorite experience was a program I created for 
visually impaired children called TouchSpace. In it I used 
fabrics, models, and recordings of rocket engine tests to give 
children the feeling of spaceflight. We had spacesuit mockups 
made at low cost so that each student could feel what it was like 
to "be 11 an Astronaut.
Our Saturday lecture series ranged from bios of Charles Lindbergh 
to Judy Resnik, reports on the development of the Flying Wing to 
the evolution of the Space Station. The Planetarium Director and 
I created a Mars workshop that was booked up within a week, and 
by the time I left to write a book on Space Stations for the 
Smithsonian, we were planning additional workshops on the human 
exploration initiative and building moonbases.
To a swamp in Louisiana people came to learn about the space 
program, and to heed the call of the "high frontier". It is a 
calL that should be heard clear across the generations, moved by
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reason and purpose, shaped by debated national goals and the 
enthusiasm of private enterprise.
So, how does our Louisiana experience apply to others? These are 
the important lessons we learned:
1. Aerospace education programs can be built without major 
involvement by NASA, and don't have to be big to be well 
received.
2. Finding and motivating those who believe in space exploration 
is essential for long-term success.
3. The effort must be open and accessable to all.
4. Small "hands on" exhibits can be easily built and corporate 
support obtained if in-kind assistance is accepted.
5. When you learn about something new, build a talk around it and 
be willing to give up all of your spare time to spread the 
word!
To address the need for greater adult education, we moved outside 
those organizations normally associated with space. We structured 
nontechnical talks on the commercial potential of low Earth 
orbit, and gave them to professional associations like small 
business groups, Kiwanees, Optimist Clubs, and Chambers of 
Commerce (no city was too small) , and every kind of industry 
group from oil producers to accountants.
One area of potential "cross pollination" of these efforts is the 
'mentor' concept, where a dedicated aerospace professional is 
allowed to both teach his/her experience and skill to students of 
all ages, as well as given time to communicate and inform others.
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At the Martin Marietta Michoud plant in New Orleans where the 
Shuttle's external fuel tank is built, we found creative ideas on 
metalurgy, management, and building spacecraft cheaply. Young 
people - and young adults - needed to meet these role-model 
craftsmen and women. Others needed to learn about new technology. 
It is a challenge to build such complex, cross-exchange programs. 
But it is essential that the positive, progressive story of the 
real space movement gets out to the public.
Today, a central clearinghouse should be established to 
distribute and exchange technological and programmatic 
breakthroughs and developments to the user community and the 
general public while events are still fresh. People always hear 
about the experiments aboard the Shuttle, for example, during the 
flight. But few hear about the results that come in later. A new 
effort must be undertaken to make certain these achievements in 
living and working in space are given the broadest possible 
audience.
The hundreds of young people that I met during my three years in 
communicating space deserve the best chance available to achieve 
and win their own space milestones, as well as compete with 
others and learn about the past. We owe it to them as well as 
ourselves to give something of our work back to the community and 
to our country for all that we ourselves have been given. Without 
that renewed national effort, the spacefaring cultures of the 
future will not share our values, our belief in freedom, or give 
advantage to our achievements on the "High Frontier".
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